If you need any assistance in helping you
understand how to set up your rain fly,
feel free to call me at: 770-403-8346
Your rain fly is shipped with the seams
NOT sealed. Since there are no seams
directly over the hammock, this should
not be an issue. But, it is a good idea to
seal all the seams with a good seam
sealer before using the hammock in wet
weather.
Your new fly can be set up independently from
your camp hammock and used as a ground
shelter. When setting up your fly with your
hammock, you can set up the fly first
(recommended in rainy weather), or set up the
hammock first then the fly.

1. If you have set up the hammock first:
Stand at the hammocks doorway and insure
that the peak of the fly is facing you and the
fly’s stuff sack is to your right. This will place
the peak of the fly at the hammocks doorway.
Then, holding the fly at the front, throw it over
the hammocks ridgeline allowing the fly to lie
over the hammock.
2. Start at the foot of the hammock and pull
the hammocks end loop off the toggle
button. Then, from the underside of the fly,
insert the hammocks end loop into the rain
sleeve at the end wall of the fly and pull it
through. Place the hammocks end loop back
over the toggle button. Next, connect the fly
end loop over the toggle. Repeat this step at
the head of the hammock.
3. Once the fly is connected to the support
lines, place the bottom point of your
hiking pole into the grommet at the front
peak of the fly and the handle of the pole on
the ground. The peak of the fly can be
extended to 6 feet.

4. Stake out the fly starting with the front
center guy line first. Then stake out the
center guy line at the back of the rainfly. Next,
stake out each end corner at the back of the
fly, then each corner at the front of the fly.
Ensure the fly is taut.
5. On the standard fly: if conditions are stormy,
keep the fly peak low and stake the front end
corners out wider and more parallel with the
hammocks ridgeline. Your hammock comes
with the front tie out line tied to the lowest
web loop and will need to be tied to the
highest web loop to stake the fly out in a
lower position.
This fly can also be allowed to just “hang”
over the hammock with out being staked out,
once the fly is connected to the support lines.
This method can be a benefit in extremely
cold but calm wind conditions and allows the
hammock to trap more body heat while
keeping you dry.
6. On the full coverage and Snowblind fly:
the peak is designed to be set at its highest
position. Once all six guy line tie outs have
been staked out, begin to stake out the
bottom stake loops of each wall and the front
of fly. The fly entry way can be staked open,
on both sides or just one, by placing a stake
at the doors middle loop, folding the door
back and tying it off with the tie line at the top
of the door. In stormy conditions, it’s best to
keep the door closed using the Velcro and
staking the door at the two bottom door loops.
7. To set up the rain fly before setting up the
hammock: Place your two support lines as
instructed in the “Hammock Set Up
Instructions”.
8. Keep the Long Line at its longest length
and begin attaching the fly to the Short Line
first by placing the fly’s end loop over the
toggle button.

9. Next, attach the end loop of the fly at the
foot section (this is the end with the fly’s
stuff sack) to the Long Line by placing the
loop over the Long Line toggle button.
10. Once both end loops are attached to the
support lines, pull the “tail” of the Long Line
at the toggle button and tighten the line by
holding the toggle with one hand and pushing
it toward the tree while pulling on the “tail”.
Once the fly is taut, begin staking it out as
outlined in 3 through 6.
11. Once the fly is set up you can attach the
hammock. Keep the hammock in its stuff
sack and slide the stuff sack end loop through
the rain sleeve of the fly at the Short Line.
Pull the rain fly end loop off he toggle, place
the hammock end loop over the toggle, then
re-attach the fly end loop back over the
toggle. Pull the hammock out of the stuff sack
while holding the foot end loop and walking it
to the Long Line. Pull the rain fly end loop off
the Long Line toggle and slide the hammock
end loop through the rain sleeve on the fly.
Attach the hammock end loop over the toggle
and re-attach the rain fly end loop over the
toggle as well.
Do not store your fly wet! If you have camped
in rainy weather, pull the fly out of the
attached stuff sack and hang the fly in a warm
dry area and allow the fly to dry completely
before storing it back in it’s stuff sack.
Do not leave your fly out in direct sunlight for
an extended period of time. The UVA rays will
degrade the ripstop fabric over time.
Do not hang your rain fly or hammock near an
open flame or fire pit. Be sure to set up your
hammock and fly far enough away from a fire
pit to insure burning embers do not land on
the hammock or fly. Your hammock and fly
will not burn but IT WILL MELT.

